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Details of Visit:

Author: Strident45
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 8 Dec 2011 2.00 pm
Duration of Visit: 20 minutes
Amount Paid: 52
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Not the best street in Soho but safe enough during daylight hours; nice and clean inside though. Far
from discreet, but then this is Soho and everybody knows what you are up to.

The Lady:

Beautiful young girl, quite tall, lovely smile and very friendly. Angie has a nice firm bust, soft skin,
tight bum and flat stomach ? perfect size 8.

The Story:

I?ve known Angie for quite a few years and have never had a bad time with her, in fact they have
always been exceptional ? the best girl in Soho in my opinion. It?s always a good start when a girl
remembers your name as well.

Started with me sitting on the bed sucking Angie?s lovely nipples then she turned around and let
me suck gently on her bum cheeks ? it was almost as if this was rehearsed since no words were
spoken, apart from the odd groan perhaps.

Angie then got down on her knees, put the condom on me then gave me a lovely long suck ?
superb. Then it was onto the bed for a short 69, after which Angie climbed on top of me. I usually
change from this position since I cum too quickly with a girl on top of me, but I could tell that Angie
was enjoying it by the way she was grinding against my cock as I pumped in and out of her tight
pussy. I managed to hang in there and we both came at the same time ? superb, and quite
uncommon I think in Soho.

A quick chat about our Christmas plans while I got dressed (no rushing on Angie?s part), then out
into the damp cold world.

It?s a pity that Angie only works one day a week but, with the number of walk-up closures in the
area, there are more girls than flats.

Thanks Angie, see you again soon.
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